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How many points is this worth?
Changing the conversations with students
Carly Lacombe - Communication Arts
“I don’t think there was a particular incident that made me think, ok, enough of this grading craziness,” says Gleek (July 2014). “If
I were to sum it up in a single idea, my move to reject traditional grading occurred when I decided that engagement and conversations were to be the centerpieces of my teaching philosophy.” (As cited in Barnes 2015)
moves to an assessment of learning targets their strategies for attaining their goals.
wo years ago, some of my team
I still have students who say, “My goal
members and I realized that we were mastered and areas for growth. Rather
is to get an A.” Now, however, instead of
than upcoming assignments entering the
starting to sound like voice tracks set to
my response focusing on broad areas for
conversation in terms of their potential
repeat. Our audio loop went: I’m so tired
improvement (writing, reading, etc.), or
to raise the grade point average, they are
of the conversation about an 89.3%., of
focusing on upcoming assignments that
thinking about what percentages or points brought up in terms of how they can be
provide opportunities to raise the grade
would constitute a fair reflection of student used to demonstrate skill mastery.
point average, the student and I can idenwork. In spite of our instructional and
tify exactly what learning targets he or she
To return to the opening quotation,
curricular focus, our conversations with
needs to show proficiency in to attain that
because the grading system reveals itself
students were always the same…about
points and grades and almost never about in terms of explicit learning targets in the A.
gradebook, it forces a new type of conthe learning.
Although the conversation may begin
versation; and evidence-based conversation. These evidence-based conversations with “getting an A,” it is immediately
Of course we know that students care
constantly scrutinize what learning looks directed back to what needs to be learned,
about letter grades, and they should. But
demonstrated, and how to do it. This is
like presently in the evidence the student
the focus of our conversations was so
grade-driven that turning these conversa- produced and also what the evidence sug- significantly different from deciphering
how many points a subsequent assignment
tions back strictly to learning was an ardu- gests about future performance.
is worth and whether or not a student can
ous and exhausting task. As the opening
do holistically well enough on it to raise
Evidence-based reporting (EBR), a
quotation suggests, we were also sick of the
the grade from wherever it currently is.
grading system that is based solely on
“grading craziness.”
It also helps the student to narrow his or
the interpretation of student-produced
evidence, offered us the ability to re-focus her focus and deeply address a developing
In order to effectively change the constudents on the learning targets and their skill.
versation, we felt we had to change more
ability to meet them. Ultimately this focus
than just the assessments or instruction,
For me, the shift to EBR makes these
on evidence began to diminish the student
we knew we had to change the feedback
conversations about learning not only
refrain, is this worth points? A colleague
that we were giving students, as well as
best practice, but also necessities to the
recently articulated what I believe to be
how students interacted with that feedsuccess of the classroom. It has made me
one of EBR’s greatest strengths and the
back. Since our current grading system
realize that teachers and students must be
allowed feedback to be tied to percentages greatest reason why I remain committed
to this system: it changes the context of the engaged in evidence-based conversations
and points, even if attached to a rubric,
about learning, constantly.
conversation.
the learner immediately devalued it after
processing the mathematical bottom line.
First, it forces the context of the conversation to be predicated on regular and efWe knew that in order for feedback to
fective formative assessment; including the
be the driving force behind our converhighly individualized information students
sations we had to more strictly align our
grading practice with learning targets. For receive from self-assessment. Second, the
context is aligned with the targets that they
us, a shift to Evidence-based reporting
know they need to master. Third, the con(EBR) would necessitate that the conversation focus on learning targets in order to versation is based on student reflection on
succeed. EBR is an evidence-based grading their progress and to what extent they have
system that uses gradations of learning to an accurate perception of their learning
report growth and performance, instead of self. Are the able to independently assess
their learning?
points and averages.

T

In this system, EBR, grades rise and
fall in direct relation to demonstration
of mastery of the learning targets. This
means that any conversation that begins
with, “My goal is to get an A,” immediately

For example, many times when I conference one-on-one with students in this
EBR conversation, we focus on identifying their strengths (in learning targets),
their areas for growth, their goals, and
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Do your assessments
promote efficacy?
Stop by to see Tony Reibel in 3042 and discuss
how assessments can help build
this important skill.

Using Standards to Drive Change
By Justin Fisk
World Languages

“CHANGE? AGAIN?”
Whenever the subject of change visits
an academic department, particularly
if that department has enjoyed some
measure of success, a feeling of dread
can overcome people. Quite often and
sometimes justifiably, this anxiety can
be borne out of a seemingly Pavlovian
response to prior short-lived or stillborn initiatives. “Initiative fatigue,” by
another name. Similarly, there can also
be a pervasive fear that any effort that
effectively rocks the boat will jeopardize
hard-won successes. Jim Collins, in his
now classic B-school tome, Good to
Great, lays it out: “We don’t have great
schools, principally because we have
good schools.” All of our divisions are
currently engaged in the hard work
required of a school that does not want
to simply “coast.” My argument is that,
despite some continued and much
needed dissonance, we are all working
to overcome this stagnation of “being
good” by collectively committing to
two things: 1) teacher- and team-driven
change and 2) a firm grounding of our
change initiatives in standards.

“IF SOMETHING’S NOT BROKEN, WHY FIX
IT?”
In our World Languages/ELL division,
this refrain typified some of our early
conversations around the need to assess
students through performance-based
assessments when we began dialogue
around that subject some five years ago.
At the time, we had just been challenged
to examine anew the Standards for Foreign Language Learning through a series
of professional development workshops
organized by ACTFL (our national
content-area professional organization).
While there was some initial dissonance,
it was this grounding in best practices
and the standards of our professional

discipline that eventually facilitated a shift
in the way we thought about assessing
students. We began to move away from
a sole focus on cumulative vocabularyand grammar-based unit tests to one that
included assessments that were rooted in
the three modes of communication (the
centerpiece of our work, as ACTFL would
frame it). This first shift, as important as it
was, did not entirely transform our curricula, though it did represent an important
start—a critical seed had been planted.
That said, individual teams’ interpretations
of best practices would remain in flux for
some time, with most teams still hewing
to curricula that were developed based on
sequential grammar introduction.

supporting content—the building blocks
of language learning—we were left with
communication as the core aim of our
course. Consequently, ACTFL’s Standards
for Foreign Language Learning became
the guidebook for our journey toward
a standards-based approach to grading
and reporting and the Presentational,
Interpersonal, and Interpretive modes
became the three overarching standards
that would form the nexus around which
all assessments, feedback, and, ultimately,
grade reporting would focus.

Was the change just that easy? Not at
all. We knew where we wanted to go, but
our curriculum at that point consisted of
sequential and ostensibly thematic units
A few short years later, in the summer
that were, in fact, a progressive series of
of 2013, when a small group of Spanish
introductions to discrete vocabulary and
2 teachers dared to ask if the communigrammar sets. The bulk of our assesscative standards that had portended this
ments—some 80%, perhaps—still consistinitial shift could form the very core of
ed of vocabulary and grammar quizzes,
our expectations for our curriculum, our
with the remaining 20% focusing on the
grading, and our assessments, the refrain
interpersonal and presentational modes.
of “why fix it?” was heard yet again. In
Fortunately, we had seen the incredible
fact, many of us (and I count myself in this value of these performance-based assesslot), expressed misgivings about fiddling
ments and had already aligned them to
with a system that produced, by almost any proficiency expectations.
measure, a great number of highly successContinued on page 5
ful students who scored quite well on the
standardized exams that many care about.
We started by challenging ourselves to
distill the entirety of our curriculum into
a few core values by asking quite simply:
“What do we want our students to learn?”
Though we certainly knew better, our
curriculum and assessment regime to that
point (apart from the few performance
assessments we had successfully integrated
a few years back) still maintained a decidedly grammar- and vocab-centric slant to
it: as a team we hadn’t made the shift in its
entirety.

Write to the
editor
Let the community
know your views.

What followed was a light-bulb moment of
sorts. Amazingly, every one of us involved
in the discussion immediately thought
of the three modes of communication as
the benchmarks of our students’ learning.
When we peeled away what was effectively

areibel@d125.org
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Continued from page 4

What followed over the next couple of years was a beautiful mesh of research-based experimentation and response to feedback (in the
form of hard data) from our students. We adjusted our learning targets a couple of times, relegated vocabulary and grammar quizzes
to unscored supporting formative assessments, and won the commitment of our teachers and teams in the process. We now have three
standards with two scaled learning targets apiece that are universal for all of our EBR courses within our language program. We are
actively exploring Integrated Performance Assessment and are igniting the power of these assessments as we purposefully co-construct
feedback with our students. Our students (and, more importantly to my mind, more of our students) are achieving more than ever.

What are the commitments that guide our shift?
ACTFL’s Communication Standards form the core of
Our teachers and our teams drive everything:
our work:
o Dissonance is essential for shared growth and is
o The other Goal Areas are similarly critical and must
««expected
««be woven into our curriculum
o Learning is a shared commitment: We are on this
o Decisions must be guided by the right data and the
««evolving journey together
««right research
OUR COMMITMENT
The continuing success of our efforts must be predicated on a firm commitment to team-driven exploration and innovation. Underpinning this are the standards that form the core of our curricula and our assessment and instruction. In the experience of our division,
work around the standards of our national content organization became a catalyst for change. What we have seen is that the sharing of
best practices through larger professional development opportunities can only create the critical mass needed for actual change when
everyone is afforded the subsequent opportunity to engage in dialogue (both structured and informal) around those practices.
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Do any of these names mean
anything to you?

If not, see a technology coach in 3024 today!

The Myth of Massed Practice
Kelly Smith and Mike Anderson
Applied Arts Division

A

fter learning about evidence
based reporting (EBR), the
Game Development team was
hooked. We dove straight into transforming Game Development into an
EBR masterpiece and we failed.

focus on improving and developing the
skills needed to create the game. And
now students are learning and practicing
all the game development skills together,
there are more opportunities for them to
discover the interdependent relationships
between these skills, further strengthenLuckily, we are also engineering teach- ing their understanding of game developers and have learned that great success ment.
is most often preceded by failure.
So, rather than be discouraged, we
As we worked to turnaround the Game
analyzed our failed attempt, looking
Development course, we came across a
for flaws and weaknesses. What we
book called “Make it Stick” by Peter C.
discovered led us to a redesign of the
Brown, Henry L. Roediger III, and Mark
instruction and assessment of the
A. McDaniel, that validated our revicourse.
sions. The book compares the methods
of interleaving practice versus massed
We learned that we had lost sight of
practice. Interleaving practice is described
the forest through the trees. We were
as learning and practicing multiple skills
instructing and assessing the skills to
simultaneously. Students practice skill
create a successful game one at a time a, then skill b, then skill c, then back to
before moving onto the next. Our in- skill a, then to skill b, and back to skill
tent was to isolate these skills to allow c, etc... This varied approach “produces
for explicit instruction, expectations,
better mastery, longer retention, and
practice, and feedback. We assumed
more versatility”. The opposite method
this would translate into the creation
is referred to as massed practice where
of high quality games, but it didn’t.
students learn one skill at a time and
Students struggled to see the relation- practice it until mastery before moving to
ships between these skills and had
the next. Massed practice is preferred by
little practice using them simultanemost students and teachers because rapid
ously to create games. They had trees, improvement is observed and perceived
but they weren’t able to make a forest. as mastery of the skill, while the method
They needed practice doing the one
of interleaving practice is frustrating,
thing we wanted them to do: design
uncomfortable, and feels like mastery
and develop games. It was that simple. takes longer. However, research shows
that mastery and long-term retention are
To achieve this we did two major
much more likely to occur if you interthings 1) we interleaved the instrucleave practice than if you mass it.
tion of the skills and 2) focused
One particular segment of the book
our assessments on learning targets
that stood out to us was an experiment
associated with student’s ability to
that was conducted with the Cal Poly,
create games. The course is now struc- San Luis Obispo, baseball team’s battured around the creation of six fully
ting practice. For several weeks, half of
functional games. The skills to create
the team practiced in the standard way,
a game are present in each of the six
hitting forty-five pitches, evenly divided
games, and they increase in complex- into three sets: fastballs, curveballs, and
ity from game 1 to game 6. This gives changeups. The rest of the team’s practice
students more practice designing and regimen consisted of forty-five pitches
developing games. Feedback is now
that were randomly interspersed with the
communicated to students with a
three types of pitches. During practice, it

seemed as though the players focusing on
one type of pitch at a time were improving performance faster than the players
using a varied approach, however, during
games, “players who practiced interspersed pitches displayed better hitting
relative to the players who practiced
one type of pitch thrown over and over”.
“Make it Stick” not only validated the efforts of the Game Development team, but
also provided us with a sense of relief.
The biggest impact of our course changes
was seen when it was time for students
to create their final game. They were
challenged to create an original game of
their choice; to design the game of their
dreams. The students in the course prior
to the revision were overwhelmed by this
task and were unable to discern their
ability to accomplish the tasks necessary
to design and develop this game.
Now, after our instructional and assessment revisions, students have the
skills, practice, and preparation to create
high quality, original games. At first,
we were frustrated in the new pacing of
the course. It was taking students much
longer to show growth toward the mastery of the skills necessary to design and
develop successful games. But eventually,
we began to see students making stronger
connections between the varied skills
they were practicing and they were better
prepared to apply these skills to new
situations.
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Does your Gradebook communicate the 3 Ps;
Progress, Product, and Process?

Not Sure?

Come to the link lab 3024 for an analysis today!

Evidence-Based Grades
Dean Bradshaw
Communication Arts

I

n many districts across the country,
standards based grading or evidence-based reporting (EBR) has become the new standard (forgive the pun)
in student assessment. Not surprisingly,
the standards many teachers are being
asked to use in this new assessment
model are the CCSS.
Teachers in departments and districts
across the country as well as Stevenson
may bemoan this change as they are
required to redesign curricula and retool
their feedback. While not pain-free,
the transition to an EBR class can go
smoothly if we set our terms and try to
connect with the valuable and authentic
parts of these sets of curriculum standards - whether CCSS or others.

speaking and listening are the cornerstones within any working classroom
environment. From discussions to formal
presentations, from group work during
design nights to debates, our classrooms
crackle with energetic speaking and
listening. EBR requires us to assess it and
provide feedback to our students. It may
seem like a time-consuming additional
responsibility or an artificial assessment,
but I don’t think it needs to be.

Our work within the speaking/listening
standards can vary from basic classwork
to more advanced projects or assignments. In my basic course, students have
weekly current event discussions where
I can (using tally marks) quickly assess
their preparation (CCSS.SL.1.a-b). It
is quite simple to move a whole-class
I recently transitioned my three jourdiscussion on some news item to a small
nalism classes (basic writing, advanced
group presentation of a news article they
journalism, and production) to an EBR found compelling (CCSS.SL.1a and 3-4).
model based on the CCSS. While there This can allow for greater feedback related
were a few bumps, I feel it’s an authentic to their command of language or their
way to assess my students as they prog- ability to collaborate during discussion.
ress in journalism. While every classThese presentations can then become a
room is unique and each teacher has her research-based project or presentation
or his own pedagogy, I hope the model
about a specific topic or a historical jourof how I transitioned and the examples nalism figure or trend. I can now assess
of how I have integrated the CCSS into
students’ ability to use researched materimy journalism classroom are helpful.
al in their discussions (CCSS.SL.4).
The first hurdle to be addressed is iden- Speaking/listening can be assessed in
tifying your course’s existing targets and more complex or ambitious projects as
understanding the standards you will be well. With my advanced class, I assess
asked to use. Basically it comes down
student speaking and listening during
to time spent looking at your existing
editorial meetings as the staff shares
course objectives and rubrics and then
their ideas in constructing staff editorials
closely studying the district’s standards. (CCSS.SL.1-4). I can also assess their
I based my EBR on the three strands of work based notes or audio of their inliteracy in CCSS: reading, writing, and
terviews as reporters. Identifying missed
speaking/listening.
opportunities for follow-up questions

SPEAKING/LISTENING
Starting with the last strand first due to
its ease of adoption, we all know that

is valuable information for any young
reporter; it is also directly connected to
CCSS.SL.1.c: “posing and responding to
questions that probe.”

While the assessing and record-keeping of this trait adds to our workload,
I find that it more closely focuses both
my planning and instruction. Speaking
and listening are no longer tacked on
aspects to a project; they are now explicit learning outcomes to be assessed.
Similarly, I have identified more quickly
and efficiently any deficits in individual
students as well as the class as a whole in
these skills.

WRITING
Writing as both a skill and a strand to be
assessed has a more complex relationship
to CCSS because the connections may
not be as clear. With a bit of flexibility in
our thinking, we can connect our writing
rubrics to the CCSS and maintain integrity of both - as well as keeping them
valuable to our students.
In many courses across the school,
writing resides in the informative/explanatory writing standards (CCSS.W.2).
The editing and revising process in our
classrooms connects to CCSS standards
4 and 5. With a more creative outlook,
students can work on blogs and social media news (CCSS.W.6). Student
writing is a product of their reporting/
research and this can be seen in standards 7 and 8 that relate to research
projects and the use of multiple sources. As my journalistic writing students
move through the different sections of a
paper - writing news, features, opinion,
and sport, I can focus my feedback on
their ability to write in different styles for
different audiences (CCSS.W.10). This
kind of variety in writing formats and for
different audiences is suitable for almost
any course.
Writing feedback in this case can be
confused if too much CCSS language is
used on a rubric versus the vocabulary
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9
used in instruction. Particular attention must be paid to connecting these
somewhat complex, education-speak
standards with what that skill looks like
in course-specific writing. I will address
this more explicitly later in this article.

READING
In most disciplines, the ability to assess
reading progress can be determined
through reading quizzes or similar
assessments. Though these kind of assessments can be valuable, I think we can
find valuable and authentic connections
that are even more instructive.
Of course just reading and discussing
most content meets the Information Text
standard 10. I try to focus their reading
into a written response. My beginning
journalists are required to read and
respond to a news story each week. They
start by identifying the different components of news writing (CCSS.RI.1-2, 5).
After several weeks, they begin to deconstruct the story and actually critique the
reporter (CCSS.RI.3-9). Similar tasks
that scaffold skills and reflect growing
complexity of text or task would be a
great addition to any course.
As I looked at my more advanced journalism students and newspaper staff,
a second and less obvious journalism
skill connected to the reading strand is
our editing process. From staff editing
for publication to peer editing for class

work, students are reading informational texts with a critical eye. I ask my
students to keep careful notes which are
given to me after the reporter makes
the edits. These editing notes serve as
another way for me to give feedback
to my editors as well as monitor their
progress towards the CCSS standards for
reading. Peer editing each other’s work
or annotating course readings could give
us another way to measure the reading
strand.

SUMMARY
Though this may sound simple, it
actually took about a year of work to
complete the transition. Like many
course, journalism education connects
to a multitude of standards under the
writing, reading, and speaking/listening
Common Core targets; however, it would
be impossible to try to evaluate every
student on them. I had to take the time
to determine what were the most important standards for me, my classroom,
and my program. In my courses, I have
powered CCSS Speaking and Listening
standards 1, 2, and 6. In writing, my
focus is on CCSS Writing standards 2,
4, 5, 7, and 8. In reading, the standards
are CCSS Reading standards 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,
and 9.
The rubrics I have created for these
EBR journalism classes took some trial
and error, but I think they are working
very well currently. Many EBR courses

use the CCSS language and the revised
language from above within the student
rubric. This language can be confusing
to a student (and me) in terms of how
that trait and level looks in journalistic
writing. Using my former non-EBR
rubrics, I have combined the CCSS language with journalistic writing targets to
help students understand what success or
mastery is. For example, CCSS Writing
standard 8 states, “gather relevant information from multiple print and digital
sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the
information while avoiding plagiarism.”
My rubric contains that language and
adds as journalistic writing descriptors,
“objectivity/opinion appropriately established; transitions lead through direct
and indirect quotes; quotes are relevant,
important, and accurate.” I feel I serve
both masters (CCSS and journalism) by
using both in my student rubrics.
Weekly, my students have several opportunities to demonstrate their progress towards mastery in different CCSS
standards. This is the definition of an
EBR course. More importantly, they also
understand what those standards look
like in the journalism we write, read, and
discuss. And most importantly, they are
given chances to practice, revise, and edit
in their pursuit of the highest standards
of my course.
What else can any teacher hope for?
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How does school integrate learning styles?
Shubhangi Joshi – Stevenson Student – Class of 2016
Compared to traditional teaching methods, modern school curricula change how students understand material taught in class. Along
with utilizing lectures and textbooks, teachers utilize collaborative and hands-on activities to meet the needs of all students.
In a classroom, all of the
students listen to the same
teacher, but they all take notes
in different ways. Some take
notes in a notebook. Others
use applications like Notability,
while others record the lecture
and watch attentively as the
teacher lectures on. The same
information is processed differently by each student based on
their preferred learning style.
According to the American
Psychology Association (APA),
a learning style is a preference
for a teaching mode that leads
to better understanding of a
topic. The most popular current idea of learning styles is
based on sensory preferences.
For example, visual learners
prefer to learn through pictures
and diagrams, auditory learners prefer to hear and kinesthetic learners prefer to feel
and move.
The APA states that learners
vary from each other based
on natural ability, background
knowledge and motivation.
Therefore, teachers are discouraged from using the same
method of teaching for all
students and using the same
combination of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic activities.
“When teachers plan lessons,
the equitable access to the
lesson content is carefully
considered,” said Anthony
Reibel, Director of Assessment,
Research and Evaluation.
A well-designed class,
according to the APA, includes
videos, lectures, movement and
hands-on activities because
switching between modes
of teaching helps everyone
connect with the material. This

ensures that no student is left
behind in the learning process
if he or she learns differently.
“Generally, we see a more
self-directed, generative learning,” Reibel said. “Curricula
are not necessarily giving a
checklist of all the concepts you
need to know anymore. Instead,
they’re outlining performance
skills and competencies that the
student needs to display.”
Reibel said that a curriculum
based on learning a number of
concepts is different from the
competency-based curriculum
that Stevenson is moving towards. While one is an attainment model where students
learn specific details of given
topics, the other is a competency-based model where students
have to demonstrate that they
know how to consolidate
learned details into knowledge
and perform learned concepts
into performable skills.
Students of all learning
styles are not gravitating to one
activity anymore because the
integration of iPads into the
curriculum allows students to
use various methods to understand a topic, Reibel said. Now,
with added technology students
can look up phrases a teacher
uses during a lecture if they
struggle to stay engaged.
“Teachers could lecture or
conduct a lab activity, but (the
mode of instruction) doesn’t
have as big of an influence
today because students can
use technology to make direct
instruction more engaging for
them,” Reibel said.
Karen Whisler “15 identifies herself as more of a visual
learner. Whisler said she needs

to draw pictures and make
diagrams on the information
she learns in her classes to
understand it.
“Lectures are helpful for
background information, but
I also like more interactive
activities debates because then
you actually have to show
what you learn, “ Whisler
said.
On the other hand, Emery
Liu “16 identifies himself as
a kinesthetic learner. Liu said
that he learns best through
hands-on, self-discovery activities and learning from his
mistakes.
“Group settings are more
fun and engaging,” Liu said. “I
have more incentive to understand a topic when doing an
activity compared to listening
to a lecture.”
Researchers at Purdue
University conducted an experiment in which 126 eighth
graders in 10 different science
classes learned about the water
purification process. Five
classes were taught traditionally with readings and lectures,
and the other five classes built
a water purification device. At
the end of the unit, students
who built the water purification device had much higher
scores and a better understanding than the students
who were taught using the
traditional method.
“When the model the
curriculum in such a way that
students are required to actually tackle a problem at hand,
they’re forced to learn the
topic instead of when they’re
sitting in a lecture,” Liu said.

Reibel said that although
the introduction of an iPad
doesn’t always encourage students to learn more concepts,
it does give students more
opportunities to make use
of the feedback teachers give
them.
“Technology is lowering
the reaction time to feedback
while increasing its importance,” Reibel said. “Students
can understand themselves
as learners better, because
now it doesn’t take weeks to
receive feedback from their
teachers. They’re using the
feedback that teachers give
them sometimes immediately
after it’s given.”
Motivation is also a large
factor in determining how
well a student learns in a
class, according to Reibel. If
the topic is interesting or relatable, motivation increases.
The competency models that
schools are starting to use
create incentive for students
to learn a concept, Reibel
said.
Next-generation science
and social studies curricula drive a different type of
learning in which students
are required to be motivated
since they are more responsible for their own learning,”
Reibel said.
Today’s curriculum models
take the needs of visual, auditory and kinesthetic learners
into consideration in order
to create a more engaging
classroom setting. However,
traditional methods of teaching are not being abandoned.
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Are your data distorted?
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Reassessment vs. Reevaluation
Michael Martinez , World Languages and Anthony Reibel, Director of Assessment

A

n assessment structure we sometimes see in education
today is that of the “better luck next time” model. This
model embraces assessment as a singular opportunity
to show mastery or competency. Furthermore the teachers that
deploy these models tend to state that a singular, culminating
experience is how it works in the real world, one chance is all
anyone gets. However, many of us know that this is not the real
world.

opportunity that is not naturally occuring within the curricular assessment pattern. In the World Language classroom,
this might be an interpersonal speaking assessment where a
student has to have a conversation with a peer on a thematic topic. If the student fails to meet the target, feedback is
given and the student develops a plan to remediate the areas
that need work. After the remediation, the student attempts
the assessment event again in order to show growth.

Ken O’Connor, a renowned assessment and grading expert states that “In the real world, very little of consequence
depends on a single opportunity for performance.” (pg. 143,
2009) O’Connor continues this argument as he cites examples
within the areas of business, theatre and sport where performers are allowed multiple chances to rehearse, perform, or adjust
as they develop competency. While we acknowledge that there
will always exist a point in time that a final judgment of performance must be applied, the reality is we do get chances. This is
an important part of our culture and therefore the same must
hold true in schools.

Reevaluation does refer directly to an event. It is defined as
the act of reviewing evidence from assessments that occur
naturally in a given curricular timeframe. It refers to the
moments in time where the teacher will reexamine the
evidence of student work, with consideration to the recent
evidence. This practice is more common with targets,
or learning, that do not logistically support a secondary
attempt, such as a research based essay, comprehension
demonstration of a text or a large project.

In this new era of student growth, a reliable mechanism to
measure student growth is through the practice of reperformance. Thomas Guskey, Professor of Education at the University of Kentucky says, “that assessment must be part of an
ongoing effort to help students learn. And if teachers follow
assessment with helpful corrective instruction then students
should have a second chance to demonstrate their new level of
competency and understanding. (pg 10, Guskey 2003)”
We consider re-performance, when done with fidelity, an
essential part of learning. However the current state of reperformance is a confused mess. This confusion exists mainly
because of a binary application of assessment, this means that
there is one chance to perform and no chances in between.
Some practitioners tend to define reperformance in two ways
either 1) hypo-assessment: long periods of time between performances, with little to no opportunities to react to feedback
or 2) hyper-assessment: a high frequency assessment events
occurring very close to one another. Hypo-assessment, while
easier logistically, leaves the student with minimal opportunities to react to the feedback provided in the original performances. Hyper-assessment creates a logistically difficult
teaching environment as the teacher is constantly assessing
and reporting performance while the student may never feel an
accountability to their learning. The ideal is to find a balance
balance between these two definitions of reperformance.
To better help teachers find this balance we must understand
two types of reperformance; reassessment and reevaluation.

Reassessment, as described above, seems mirror to what the
experts describe as the optimal approach to reperformance.
Realistically a reassessment model at times can become
logistically challenging to implement. For example, when a
student is asked to read a large passage for comprehension,
perform and then digest feedback it may be difficult for the
student to go back read it again and answer the same comprehension questions.
However it may be possible for a team to provide multiple
opportunities for a student to demonstrate their proficiency
in this target within an amount of time not defined by a unit
of study. This is the practice of reevaluation. Students are assessed, given feedback and then asked to use that feedback
on the next assessment event(s) that naturally occurs within
a given time period and is aligned to the same learning
target as the preceding assessment(s). This reevaluation
structure allows students to demonstrate growth towards or
maintenance of proficiency through many different assessments and over longer periods of time. In addition, the
higher amount of evidence produced by this structure gives
a clearer picture of the student’s body of work.
We must remember that this is not an either/or conversation. Logistics in reperformance are an important part
of the conversation. If teachers can implement a healthy
balance of reassessment and reevaluation in their classrooms, they can begin to eliminate the “better luck next
time” mindset in the interest of cultivating a mentality that
fosters growth and motivates the students to take ownership
of their learning.

Reassessment is defined as the act of repeating a singular event,
maybe multiple times. In other words it is an injection of an
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SLO got you feeling slow?

It might be time to talk with your director today about how he or she can help.

Us vs. Them: For Whom is the Feedback, Anyway?
Jennifer Zizzo
World Languages
Would you be willing to sacrifice a bit of instructional time if it
allowed for students to take part in a powerful learning process of
giving and receiving meaningful and timely feedback? If we want
our teacher feedback to have an impact on student growth, then we
really ought to consider making our students a part of the process.
When a learner can identify on his own what he is doing well, areas
where he needs to improve and provide evidence of both in his
own work, he has developed skills that will take him well beyond
our classroom walls. I have learned over the years that students do
very little with my written feedback. I believe this was the case for
several reasons: the feedback was not always timely, the feedback
loop ended with me, there was not an opportunity to re-perform
and finally, my students were not a part of the process. Transitioning to evidence-based reporting has convinced me that assessment
is learning, and a tremendous amount of learning is happening
during the co-constructive feedback process.
Imagine a process in which the students bring the feedback to
you. Co-construction happens after a learner performs a task,
self-assesses and reflects, then sits down to conference with you,
his teacher. This can be done only after the learner has had opportunities to interact with the language of the learning targets and
rubrics. Through that interaction, the learner develops the tools to
self-assess the current state of his own work before you even do.
The learner classifies (rates) the product and then communicates
evidence that supports his self-assessment of that work. He articulates what he believes went well and where and how he can grow.
The teacher and student look at the learner’s product or performance together and have a conversation around areas of strength
and areas for growth.
The most beautiful part of this process is that the learner, many
times, captures most of what his teacher would have shared in
terms of feedback. It has become commonplace that I can hardly
provide better suggestions for their improvement than they do for
themselves. Ultimately, the teacher classifies the student with a
rating and communicates his feedback for growth.
As a result of this process the learner is well informed for a future
attempt at the next performance. Not only will your students develop excellent self-assessment and reflection skills over time, you will
build a relationship with each and every student in your class. That
relationship is powerful, as it transfers to their motivation to learn,
grow and be successful.
I teach world languages and I have the most experience engaging in
the co-constructive feedback process in the interpersonal speaking
are of the course. The interpersonal mode of communication is one
of the three academic standards in World Languages. This mode
is comprised of two targets: interpersonal speaking (on demand,
two-way communication, where there is negotiation of meaning)
and daily target language use (maintaining the target language in

and beyond the classroom.) Students receive a prompt (task) related to the theme of study and are asked to engage in a 2:30-3:00
minute conversation with a random partner. They then digitally
record their conversation. In an effort to highlight what learners
can really do with language in the moment, these conversations
are un-rehearsed and spontaneous, but do revolve around familiar topics of study.
This is what the process looks like in my room step by step:
1. Students clear desks of all materials, but iPad or other recording device and pencil.
2. Teacher passes out rubric and/or feedback sheet.
3. Students prepare device to record.

4. Teacher assigns partners.
5. Partners sit closely together with both devices between them
(close to their mouths) prepared to record. Pairs try to separate
as much as possible. Some sit on the floor. As all students are
recording simultaneously to maintain the integrity of the prompt
(no pair has an opportunity to prepare more than another),
there is a lot of noise happening in the room. It is imperative that
students hold the devices in the middle of them, close to their
mouths, in an effort to capture each voice equally.
6. Teacher passes out prompt to each pair.
7. During a silent think time, pairs have a minute or so to read
prompt and prepare ideas.
8. Teacher sets timer for 3 minutes.
9. Ready, set, go! Pairs converse until time ends.
10. Teacher sets timer for 4-5 minutes.
11. Students put on headphones, listen, self-assess and reflect
with rubric. Students classify (rate) themselves and provide evidence that supports their rating.
12. Teacher calls up pairs one by one. Teacher asks students how
they would rate themselves, what evidence supports their rating,
where they are strong, how they can grow, etc. Students do all the
talking.
13. Pair and teacher listen to recording together.
14. Teacher classifies students with a rating and communicates
areas for growth.
15. The next day teacher returns feedback sheets after grades are
entered. Students hang onto them as well as their digital library of
recordings for further and future self-assessment, reflection and
performance.
As a language teacher, at the end of the day, I want my students
to have the confidence to take risks with language and go out into
the world with the ability to apply the supporting content and
skills I have taught them in their own day-to-day communication. This is my eighteenth year in the teaching profession, and
this goal has not changed. What has evolved, however, is the way
I look at feedback. It is no longer for me. It is for them.
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What happens when students rent learning?
Kayla Guo – Stevenson Student – Class of 2015

“



It’s 12 a.m. on Monday, the perfect
Stress, academic expectations and extra-curricular activities lead
time for many students to crack open
students to cram for tests last minute in hopes of receiving a good
that AP textbook and start cramming
for the unit test tomorrow. No, today.
grade. Instead of obtaining mastery of the subject, students are
At one point or another, students
choosing to commit information to short-term memory.
may have found themselves frantically
studying for a test or quiz last minute,
but cramming often leads to a failure
to learn and retain the information,
said. Greene also comments study strategies to help students
according to Jeff Greene, Associate Professor of Learning
better retain the information that they learn. Students can
Sciences and Psychological Studies at the University of North
master a subject better if they take the same amount of time
Carolina. Those who cram tend to exhibit a performance
they spend cramming and spread it out two or three weeks
orientation, the desire to get a good grade by temporarily
before the test.
absorbing information. On the other hand, students who have
In order to break the trend of performance oriented
a mastery orientation-the desire to learn regardless of the
students, the Stevenson administration recently directed
grade-tend to more time into studying and retaining informamore attention to in-class assessment and instruction. Reibel
tion for a longer time, Greene said.
explained how this is to make sure students are engaged in
Performance orientation tend to be exemplified by students
nontransient learning rather than just memorizing the matein content-based classes where the curriculum is more cenrial to get a good grade on the test.
tered around memorizing dates, times and names, according
“Learners co-construct knowledge with teachers, and
to Anthony Reibel, Director of Assessment, Research, and
renters do mass practice through an absorption model,”Reibel
Evaluation.
said. “We’re really hoping to eradicate the absorption model
Students might value their grades over actually learning the
from the learning experience.”
material because of the way intelligence is defined. In many
Reibel stressed that lowering the time students have to
schools, intelligence tends to refer to someone who can work
react to the feedback they receive from one assessment before
quickly without working hard, Greene said. This can be damtaking another assessment can help eradicate the absorption
aging because it fails to emphasize the importance of learning
model. The feedback piece ties into the two orientations
and remembering information.
because learners accept feedback and they act on it quicker
“Intelligence is just someone’s ability to work hard, learn
while renters have a low acceptance rate for feedback and
material deeply and care about it, but we do things explicitly
ignore the potential for action. However, a reaction time that
and implicitly to suggest to students that if you don’t learn
is too low can hurt the learner.
it quickly then you’re dumb and will never learn it,” Greene
“If the reaction time is off, students can’t to do anything
said. “Schools should create an environment where students
but absorb (information),“ Reibel said. “In this case, students
take learning as something that they can get better at over
would just take in the information quickly and spit it back
time.”
out because the next test is approaching, but if it’s too long,
Stress often motivates students to study for a good grade
students only react (to the feedback) for the time being and
instead of to study for mastery of the material in their class,
forget about it later on.”
according to Jamie Blackman “16, Future Educators of AmerMany Stevenson courses have adopted Standards Based
ica president. The lack of sleep, extracurricular activities and
Grading which promotes the learning model by requiring stubusy schedules can force students to cut back on the time they
dents to show competency. Students can’t simply reproduce
dedicate to studying for their upcoming exams.
what the teacher says through the learning model because
“With all the pressure that is put on Stevenson students,
they must synthesize their own thoughts.
it’s hard to be a motivated student who wants to learn and
Out of three thousand students who responded three times
still have time to sleep at night and spend with family and
as many students liked the learning model compared to those
friends,” Blackman said. “Unfortunately students who are
who disliked it, according to a school wide Standards Based
trying to cope with the pressure sometimes use transient
Grading survey. These results support the claim that there is a
learning methods, like studying right before class, which is
larger number of learners at Stevenson, Reibel explained.
not always the best choice.”
“We have the utmost confidence in Stevenson students as
Greene explains that it is unrealistic to expect students
learners, Reibel said. “We’re trying to support them to reach
to be deeply passionate about everything they encounter in
the potential that we know they can reach by looking at some
school because students tend to have courses that they like
of our infrastructure such as feedback, instruction, curricubetter than others. The hope is that they are learning to aplum, and assessment.”
preciate all of their classes and retaining some things, Greene

”
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Need some new ideas to promote literacy?
See a literacy coach in Office 6000,
they have some great resources!

Do you have an
assessment story
to tell?

Please contact Tony Reibel in 3042
to submit for the next publication
of The Assessor.
areibel@d125.org
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